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Exploring Norms and Family Laws Across the Globe Rowman & Littleﬁeld By utilizing socio-legal principles as the theoretical underpinnings to each chapter, the contributors oﬀer novel perspectives on how diverse societies across the globe shape family law and ways in which norms within
family law may be changed over time. Honour-Based Violence and Forced Marriages Community and Restorative Practices in Europe Taylor & Francis In the last 20 years, the related phenomena of honour-based violence and forced marriages have received increasing attention at the
international and European level. Punitive responses towards this type of violence have been adopted, including ad hoc criminalisation and legislation containing direct references to the concepts of honour, culture, and tradition. However, criminal law-based responses present several shortcomings and
have often disregarded the speciﬁc needs that victims of such crimes might encounter. This book examines the possibility of using alternative programmes to address cases of honour-based violence and forced marriages. After reviewing previous existing literature, it presents new empirical data.
Introducing a case study from the United Kingdom, the book recalls the debate on Sharia Councils and the Muslim Arbitration Tribunal, but examines instead other community-based secular programmes. By comparison, a study from Norway on the work of the National Mediation Agency and the socalled Cross-Cultural Transformative Mediation model is investigated as part of a larger multi-agency approach. Ultimately, in an attempt to reconcile pluralism and the rule of law, the book proposes eﬀective ways to tackle honour crimes based on cooperation and individualisation of the proceedings,
and capable of improving women’s access to justice and reducing secondary victimisation. The book will be essential reading for researchers and academics in Law, Criminology, Sociology, and Anthropology and for policy-makers and practitioners working with honour-based violence cases. Muslim
Families, Politics and the Law A Legal Industry in Multicultural Britain Routledge Contemporary European societies are multi-ethnic and multi-cultural, certainly in terms of the diversity which has stemmed from the immigration of workers and refugees and their settlement. Currently, however,
there is widespread, often acrimonious, debate about ’other’ cultural and religious beliefs and practices and limits to their accommodation. This book focuses principally on Muslim families and on the way in which gender relations and associated questions of (women’s) agency, consent and autonomy,
have become the focus of political and social commentary, with followers of the religion under constant public scrutiny and criticism. Practices concerning marriage and divorce are especially controversial and the book includes a detailed overview of the public debate about the application of Islamic
legal and ethical norms (shari’a) in family law matters, and the associated role of Shari’a councils, in a British context. In short, Islam generally and the Muslim family in particular have become highly politicized sites of contestation, and the book considers how and why and with what implications for
British multiculturalism, past, present and future. The study will be of great interest to international scholars and academics researching the governance of diversity and the accommodation of other faiths including Islam. Women, Law and Culture Conformity, Contradiction and Conﬂict Springer
This book explores cultural constructs, societal demands and political and philosophical underpinnings that position women in the world. It illustrates the way culture controls women's place in the world and how cultural constraints are not limited to any one culture, country, ethnicity, race, class or
status. Written by scholars from a wide range of specialists in law, sociology, anthropology, popular and cultural studies, history, communications, ﬁlm and sex and gender, this study provides an authoritative take on diﬀerent cultures, cultural demands and constraints, contradictions and requirements
for conformity generating conﬂict. Women, Law and Culture is distinctive because it recognises that no particular culture singles out women for 'special' treatment, rules and requirements; rather, all do. Highlighting the way law and culture are intimately intertwined, impacting on women – whatever
their country and social and economic status – this book will be of great interest to scholars of law, women’s and gender studies and media studies. Islam Federation Press This book provides an introduction to Islamic law for western readers. It explains the origin and development of the Shariah
(Islamic law). It contains updated chapters on the Islamic laws of War and Peace, including juristic opinions on the legality of suicide bombing and the use of modern weapons of mass destruction. It explains the commonalities and the diﬀerences in family laws, and the diﬀerences in Muslim opinion
concerning the status of women. It contains a completely rewritten chapter on Islamic ﬁnance and rounds oﬀ with a look at Muslim communities in Australia and the way they live their lives. Legal Pluralism in Muslim Contexts BRILL Emphasising an empirical research to contemporary legal pluralist
settings in Muslim contexts, the present collected volume contributes to a deepened understanding of legal pluralist issues and realities through comparative examination. This approach reveals some common features, such as the relevance of Islamic law in power struggles and in the construction of
(state or national) identities, strategies of coping with coexisting sets of legal norms by the respective agents, or public debates about the risks induced by the recognition of religious institutions in migrant societies. At the same time, the studies contained in this volume reveal that legal pluralist
settings often reﬂect very speciﬁc historical and social constellations, which demands caution towards any generalisation. Encyclopedia of Women and Islamic Cultures Family, Law and Politics BRILL Family, Law and Politics, Volume II of the Encyclopedia of Women & Islamic Cultures, brings
together over 360 entries on women, family, law, politics, and Islamic cultures around the world. Islam and English Law Rights, Responsibilities and the Place of Shari'a Cambridge University Press Should England adopt shari'a law? Does Islam threaten British ideals? Lawyers, theologians
and sociologists provide here a constructive, forward-looking dialogue. Minority Religions under Irish Law Islam in National and International Context BRILL Minority Religions under Irish Law focuses the spotlight speciﬁcally on the legal protections aﬀorded in Ireland to minority religions,
generally, and to the Muslim community, in particular. Islamic Law in Past and Present BRILL In Islamic Law in Past and Present, the lawyer and Islamicist Mathias Rohe oﬀers a comprehensive study of Islamic law, law reforms and law in action with a particular focus on modern developments in the
Islamic world, India, Canada and Germany. Accommodating Muslims under Common Law A Comparative Analysis Routledge The book explores the relationship between Muslims, the Common Law and Sharīʽah post-9/11. The book looks at the accommodation of Sharīʽah Law within Western
Common Law legal traditions and the role of the judiciary, in particular, in drawing boundaries for secular democratic states with Muslim populations who want resolutions to conﬂicts that also comply with the dictates of their faith. Salim Farrar and Ghena Krayem consider the question of recognition of
Sharīʽah by looking at how the ﬂexibilities that exists in both the Common Law and Sharīʽah provide unexplored avenues for navigation and accommodation. The issue is explored in a comparative context across several jurisdictions and case law is examined in the contexts of family law, business and
crime from selected jurisdictions with signiﬁcant Muslim minority populations including: Australia, Canada, England and Wales, and the United States. The book examines how Muslims and the broader community have framed their claims for recognition against a backdrop of terrorism fears, and how
Common Law judiciaries have responded within their constitutional and statutory conﬁnes and also within the contemporary contexts of demands for equality, neutrality and universal human rights. Acknowledging the inherent pragmatism, ﬂexibility and values of the Common Law, the authors argue
that the controversial issue of accommodation of Sharīʽah is not necessarily one that requires the establishment of a separate and parallel legal system. On British Islam Religion, Law, and Everyday Practice in Shariʿa Councils Princeton University Press On British Islam examines the history
and everyday workings of Islamic institutions in Britain, with a focus on shariʿa councils. These councils concern themselves with religious matters, especially divorce. They have a higher proﬁle in Britain than in other Western nations. Why? Taking a historical and ethnographic look at British Islam, John
Bowen examines how Muslims have created distinctive religious institutions in Britain and how shariʿa councils interpret and apply Islamic law in a secular British context. Bowen focuses on three speciﬁc shariʿa councils: the oldest and most developed, in London; a Midlands community led by a Suﬁ
saint and barrister; and a Birmingham-based council in which women play a leading role. Bowen shows that each of these councils represents a prolonged, unique experiment in meeting Muslims' needs in a Western country. He also discusses how the councils have become a ﬂash point in British public
debates even as they adapt to the English legal environment. On British Islam highlights British Muslims' eﬀorts to create institutions that make sense in both Islamic and British terms. This balancing act is rarely acknowledged in Britain—or elsewhere—but it is urgent that we understand it if we are to
build new ways of living together. Women, the Family, and Divorce Laws in Islamic History Syracuse University Press The eighteen essays in this volume cover a wide range of material and reevaluate women's studies and Middle Eastern studies, Muslim women and the Shari'a courts, the
Ottoman household, Dhimmi communities, children and family law, morality, and violence. Shari'a in the Modern Era Cambridge University Press In this book, a judge at the Shari'a Court of Jerusalem explains the religious law of Muslim minorities. Unholy Alliance The Agenda Iran, Russia,
and Jihadists Share for Conquering the World Simon and Schuster The New York Times bestselling author of Rise of ISIS exposes the dangers of radical Islam and the eﬀects it has on the American way of life in this informative and eye-opening new book. In Unholy Alliance, Jay Sekulow highlights
and deﬁnes the looming threat of radical Islam. A movement born in Iran during the Islamic Revolution in 1979, radical Islam has at its heart the goal of complete world domination. As this movement has grown, Iran has entered into alliances with Syria and Russia, leading to a deadly game of
geopolitical threats and violence. Not only will you better understand jihadist terror, but you will also learn about Sharia law—a legal code that removes all personal liberty and is starkly incompatible with the US Constitution. All Muslims are required to follow Sharia—as are all who live in lands controlled
by Islam. It is the goal of radical Islam to see Sharia instituted across the globe. If we are to combat radical Islam’s agenda of domination, we must arm ourselves with knowledge. With carefully researched history, legal-case studies, and in-depth interviews, Unholy Alliance lays out the ideology and
strategy of radical Islam, as well as the path we must take to defeat it. Global Issues 2012 SAGE Are you tired of simplistic treatment of the world's most important issues? So many competing readers oﬀer simple black and white treatment of today's complex problems. Help your students see the
shades of gray. In this annual reader, CQ Researcher reporters oﬀer students an in-depth and nuanced look at sixteen of today's most pressing issues, ranging from changes in the Middle East and prospects for peace to climate change and terrorism. Each chapter identiﬁes the key players, explores
what's at stake, and oﬀers necessary background and analysis so students understand how past and current developments impact the future of each issue. Also included: Pron box that examines two competing sides of a single issue question; Detailed chronology; Annotated bibliography and web
resources; and Photos, charts, graphs, and maps. Gender and Patriarchy in the Films of Muslim Nations A Filmographic Study of 21st Century Features from Eight Countries McFarland There are 49 Muslim-majority countries in the world and Islam is the world’s second largest religion.
Yet many in the West are misinformed about Islam and Muslim worldviews. Issues related to gender norms are especially subject to misconceptions. This ﬁlmography analyzes gender issues in 56 feature ﬁlms from Afghanistan, Algeria, Bangladesh, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Pakistan and Turkey, with a focus on
religious, legal and patriarchal legitimization of practices such as female genital mutilation, child marriage, virginity testing, public sexual harassment and molestation, and honor killings. The Oxford Handbook of Islamic Law Oxford Handbooks in Law This volume provides a comprehensive
survey of the contemporary study of Islamic law and a critical analysis of its deﬁciencies. Written by outstanding senior and emerging scholars in their ﬁelds, it oﬀers an innovative historiographical examination of the ﬁeld of Islamic law and an idealintroduction to key personalities and concepts. While
capturing the state of contemporary Islamic legal studies by chronicling how far the ﬁeld has come, the Handbook also explains why certain debates recur and indicates fundamental gaps in our knowledge. Each chapter presents bold new avenues for research and will help readers appreciate
thecontested nature of key concepts and topics in Islamic law. This Handbook will be a major reference work for scholars and students of Islam and Islamic law for years to come. Modern Perspectives on Islamic Law Edward Elgar Publishing 'This book presents an invaluable contribution to the
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debate on the compatibility of Islam and modernity. It is full of arguments and examples showing how Islam can be understood in line with modern life, human rights, democracy, the rule of law, civil society and pluralism. The three authors come from diﬀerent countries, represent diﬀerent gender
perspectives and have a Shia, a Sunni and a non-Muslim background respectively which makes the book a unique source of information and inspiration.' Irmgard Marboe, University of Vienna, Austria This well-informed book explains, reﬂects on and analyses Islamic law, not only in the classical legal
tradition of Sharia, but also its modern, contemporary context. The book explores the role of Islamic law in secular Western nations and reﬂects on the legal system of Islam in its classical context as applied in its traditional homeland of the Middle East and also in South East Asia. Written by three
leading scholars from three diﬀerent backgrounds: a Muslim in the Sunni tradition, a Muslim in the Shia tradition, and a non-Muslim woman the book is not only unique, but also enriched by diﬀering insights into Islamic law. Sir William Blair provides the foreword to a book which acknowledges that Islam
continues to play a vital role not just in the Middle East but across the wider world, the discussion on which the authors embark is a crucial one. The book starts with an analysis of the nature of Islamic law, its concepts, meaning and sources, as well as its development in diﬀerent stages of Islamic
history. This is followed by accounts of how Islamic law is being practised today. Key modern institutions are discussed, such as the parliament, judiciary, dar al-ifta, political parties, and other important organizations. It continues by analysing some key concepts in our modern times: nation-state,
citizenship, ummah, dhimmah (recognition of the status of certain non-Muslims in Islamic states), and the rule of law. The book investigates how in recent times, more and more fatwas are issued collectively rather than emanating from an individual scholar. The authors then evaluate how Islamic law
deals with family matters, economics, crime, property and alternative dispute resolution. Lastly, the book revisits certain contemporary issues of debate in Islamic law such as the burqa, halal food, riba (interest) and apostasy. Modern Perspectives on Islamic Law will become a standard scholarly text on
Islamic law. Its wide-ranging coverage will appeal to researchers and students of Islamic law, or Islamic studies in general. Legal practitioners will also be interested in the comparative aspects of Islamic law presented in this book. The Oxford Handbook of European Islam Oxford University Press,
USA The Oxford Handbook of European Islam is the ﬁrst comprehensive approach to the multiple ways Islam has been studied across European countries. It is not a compilation of country proﬁles but rather a unique analytical review of the state of knowledge about Islam and Muslim in diﬀerent
European countries, as well as on thematic issues such as Hijab, Sharia, or Islamophobia. For this reason, it will remain relevant beyond the continuous ﬂow of eventsthat rapidly make obsolete other sorts of compilation. It is also the ﬁrst time, that Western and Eastern Europe are systematically
analyzed together in one volume on the question of Islam, bringing to light similarities and also diﬀerences in the status of Muslims in these diﬀerent parts of Europe. Religion and Legal Pluralism Routledge In recent years, there have been a number of concerns about the recognition of religious
laws and the existence of religious courts and tribunals. There has also been the growing literature on legal pluralism which seeks to understand how more than one legal system can and should exist within one social space. However, whilst a number of important theoretical works concerning legal
pluralism in the context of cultural rights have been published, little has been published speciﬁcally on religion. Religion and Legal Pluralism explores the extent to which religious laws are already recognised by the state and the extent to which religious legal systems, such as Sharia law, should be
accommodated. Islam in the Hinterlands Muslim Cultural Politics in Canada UBC Press Muslim communities have become increasingly salient in the social, cultural, and political landscape in Canada largely due to the aftermath of 9/11 and the racial politics of the ongoing "war on terror" that
have cast Muslims as the new "enemy within." Featuring some of Canada's top Muslim Studies scholars, Islam in the Hinterlands examines how gender, public policy, media, and education shape the Muslim experience in Canada. A timely volume addressing some of the most hotly contested issues in
recent cultural history, it is essential reading for academics as well as general readers interested in Islamic studies, multiculturalism, and social justice. Shariʿa Councils and Muslim Women in Britain Rethinking the Role of Power and Authority BRILL In Shariʿa Councils and Muslim Women in
Britain Tanya Walker draws on extensive ﬁeldwork to radically reshape the public understanding of the Shariʿa councils and the motivations of Muslim women who use them. Culture in the Domains of Law Cambridge University Press This book examines whether law, as a cultural practice, can
apply across cultural boundaries to bind people with vastly diﬀerent beliefs and practices. Legalized Families in the Era of Bordered Globalization Cambridge University Press The ﬁrst book to provide a socio-legal perspective on current interrelations between globalization, borders, families
and the law. Family Law Text, Cases, and Materials Oxford University Press, USA Presented in an accessible format, this text provides a detailed and authoritative exposition of the law, illustrated by carefully selected materials and complemented by clear and engaging commentary drawing on
a range of critical and theoretical perspectives. Exploring the Multitude of Muslims in Europe Essays in Honour of Jørgen S. Nielsen BRILL In Exploring the Multitude of Muslims in Europe, the fourteen collected articles present conceptualisations, productions and explorations of the multitudes
of Muslims in Europe, echoing and honouring Jørgen S. Nielsen’s work on the challenges for Muslim communities in Europe. Domestic Issues and Their Solutions Islam International Publications Ltd This book is a collection of sagacious pronouncements of His Holiness Mirza Masroor Ahmad,
Khalifatul Masih V (may Allah be his Helper) giving solutions based on teachings of Islam to problems faced in domestic life. These discourses of His Holiness shine a beacon of light on how to live a happy married life for husband and wife and also on the best moral training of their next generations.
Marriage and Divorce in a Multi-Cultural Context Multi-Tiered Marriage and the Boundaries of Civil Law and Religion Cambridge University Press American family law makes two key assumptions: ﬁrst, that the civil state possesses sole authority over marriage and divorce; and second,
that the civil law may contain only one regulatory regime for such matters. These assumptions run counter to the multicultural and religiously plural nature of our society. This book elaborates how those assumptions are descriptively incorrect, and it begins an important conversation about whether
more pluralism in family law is normatively desirable. For example, may couples rely upon religious tribunals (Jewish, Muslim, or otherwise) to decide family law disputes? May couples opt into stricter divorce rules, either through premarital contracts or 'covenant marriages'? How should the state
respond? Intentionally interdisciplinary and international in scope, this volume contains contributions from fourteen leading scholars. The authors address the provocative question of whether the state must consider sharing its jurisdictional authority with other groups in family law. A Geo-Legal
Approach to the English Sharia Courts Cases and Conﬂicts BRILL A study on the Islamic ADR institutions in England through the lens of Comparative Law and Geopolitics. Legal Pluralism and Governance in South Asia and Diasporas Routledge Legal Pluralism and Governance in South
Asia and the Diasporas contributes to the already heated debate about legal pluralism and the ontology of law by shifting the attention toward the relationship between what is treated as law and its impact on governance at the fora of dispute resolution. This book addresses sensitive issues such as
gender rights and alternative dispute resolution in India, Hindu and Muslim personal laws in South Asia and in Europe, cross-border white violence, the change to Islamic legal traditions under Western domination, women’s inheritance in Pakistan and in the disputed territory of Gilgit Baltistan, indigenous
rights and resistance at the India-Bangladesh border, and customary laws of nomadic groups in India. The authors deploy a variety of views that point at the pros and cons of legal pluralism and also integrates its opponents. They show how constructions of identity, religion, and power have historically
informed the conceptualisation of secularism which may be an ideal, sometimes able to provide for perceptions of accountable governance, but also generating dividing worldviews. This book was published as a special issue of the Journal of Legal Pluralism and Oﬃcial Law. Church, State, and Family
Reconciling Traditional Teachings and Modern Liberties Cambridge University Press Presents a robust defence of the essential place of stable marital families in modern liberal societies. Islam and English Law Rights, Responsibilities and the Place of Shari'a Cambridge University
Press Former Archbishop of Canterbury Rowan Williams triggered a storm of protest when he suggested that some accommodation between British law and Islam's shari'a law was 'inevitable'. His foundational lecture introduced a series of public discussions on Islam and English Law at the Royal Courts
of Justice and the Temple Church in London. This volume combines developed versions of these discussions with new contributions. Theologians, lawyers and sociologists look back on developments since the Archbishop spoke and forwards along trajectories opened by the historic lecture. The
contributors provide and advocate a forward-looking dialogue, asking how the rights of all citizens are honoured and their responsibilities met. Twenty specialists explore the evolution of English law, the implications of Islam, shari'a and jihad and the principles of the European Convention on Human
Rights, family law and freedom of speech. This book is for anyone interested in the interaction between religion and secular society. Sharia Law and the Death Penalty Would Abolition of the Death Penalty be Unfaithful to the Message of Islam? Feminism, Law, and Religion Routledge
With contributions from some of the most prominent voices writing on gender, law and religion today, this book illuminates some of the conﬂicts at the intersection of feminism, theology and law. It examines a range of themes from the viewpoint of identiﬁable traditions such as Judaism, Christianity,
Islam and Buddhism, from a theoretical and practical perspective. Among the themes discussed are the cross-over between religious and secular values and assumptions in the search for a just jurisprudence for women, the application of theological insights from religious traditions to legal issues at the
core of feminist work, feminist legal readings of scriptural texts on women's rights and the place that religious law has assigned to women in ecclesiastic life. Feminists of faith face challenges from many sides: patriarchal remnants in their own tradition, dismissal of their faith commitments by secular
feminists and balancing the conﬂicting loyalties of their lives. The book will be essential reading for legal and religious academics and students working in the area of gender and law or law and religion. Muslim Women and Shari'ah Councils Transcending the Boundaries of Community and Law
Springer Using original empirical data and critiquing existing research, Samia Bano explores the experience of British Muslim woman who use Shari'ah councils to resolve marital disputes. She challenges the language of community rights and claims for legal autonomy in matters of family law showing
how law and community can empower as well as restrict women. Muslim Diaspora in the West Negotiating Gender, Home and Belonging Routledge In view of the growing inﬂuence of religion in public life on the national and international scenes, Muslim Diaspora in the West constitutes a
timely contribution to scholarly debates and a response to concerns raised in the West about Islam and Muslims within diaspora. It begins with the premise that diasporic communities of Islamic cultures, while originating in countries dominated by Islamic laws and religious practices, far from being
uniform, are in fact shaped in their existence and experiences by a complex web of class, ethnic, gender, religious and regional factors, as well as the cultural and social inﬂuences of their adopted homes. Within this context, this volume brings together work from experts within Europe and North
America to explore the processes that shape the experiences and challenges faced by migrants and refugees who originate in countries of Islamic cultures. Presenting the latest research from a variety of locations on both sides of The Atlantic, Muslim Diaspora in the West addresses the realities of
diasporic life for self-identiﬁed Muslims, addressing questions of integration, rights and equality before the law, and challenging stereotypical views of Muslims. As such, it will appeal to scholars with interests in race and ethnicity, cultural, media and gender studies, and migration. Yearbook of
Muslims in Europe BRILL The Yearbook of Muslims in Europe provides up-to-date factual information, statistics and analysis of the situation of Muslims in 46 European countries. Family law in contemporary Iran Women's Rights Activism and Shari'a Bloomsbury Publishing Passed into law
over a decade before the Revolution, the Family Protection Law quickly drew the ire of the conservative clergy and the Ayatollah Khomeini in 1979. In fact, it was one of the ﬁrst laws to be rescinded following the revolution. The law was hardly a surprising target, however, since women's status in Iran
was then - and continues now to be - a central concern of Iranian political leaders, media commentators, and international observers alike. Taking up the issue of women's status in a modern context, Marianne Boe oﬀers a nuanced view of how women's rights activists assert their rights within an Islamic
context by weaving together religious and historical texts and narratives. Through Her substantial ﬁeldwork and novel analysis, Boe undermines both the traditional view of 'Islamic Feminism' as monolithic and clears a path to a new understanding of the role of women's rights activists in shaping and
synthesizing debates on the shari'a, women's rights and family law. As such, this book is essential for anyone studying family law and the role of women in contemporary Iran. The Global Muslim Brotherhood in Britain Non-Violent Islamist Extremism and the Battle of Ideas Routledge Since
2011, with the British Government’s counter-radicalisation strategy, Prevent, non-violent Islamist groups have been considered a security risk for spreading a divisive ideology that can lead to radicalisation and violence. More recently, the Government has expressed concerns about their impact on
social cohesion, entryism, and women’s rights. The key protagonists of non-violent Islamist ‘extremism’ allegedly include groups and individuals associated with the Muslim Brotherhood and Jama’at-i-Islami. They have been described as part of the ‘global Muslim Brotherhood’, but do they constitute a
singular phenomenon, a social movement? This book shows that such groups and individuals do indeed comprise a movement in Britain, one dedicated to an Islamic ‘revival’. It shows how they are networked organisationally, bonded through ideological and cultural kinship, and united in a conﬂict of
values with the British society and state. Using original interviews with prominent revivalist leaders, as well as primary sources, the book also shows how the movement is not so much ‘Islamist’ in aspiring for an Islamic state, but concerned with institutionalising an Islamic worldview and moral
framework throughout society. The conﬂict between the Government and the global Muslim Brotherhood is apparent in a number of diﬀerent ﬁelds, including education, governance, law, and counterterrorism. But this does not simply concern the direction of Government policy or the control of state
institutions. It most fundamentally concerns the symbolic authority to legitimise a way of seeing, thinking and living. By assessing this multifaceted conﬂict, the book presents an exhaustive and up-to-date analysis of the political and cultural fault lines between Islamic revivalists and the British
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authorities. It will be useful for anyone studying Islam in the West, government counter-terrorism and counter-extremism policy, multiculturalism and social cohesion.
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